
                                                           

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BUENOS AIRES-BARILOCHE-PTO VARAS-PTO MONTT-SANTIAGO DE CHILE 

10 Days/ 9 Nights 

 

BARILOCHE & LAKE DISTRIC 
 

 

  DAY 1   BUENOS AIRES 

 

Upon our arrival in Buenos Aires, we will meet the local staff that will assist with luggage and will drive us to 

the hotel for check-in procedures. 

Overnight in Buenos Aires. 

 

 

  DAY 2  BUENOS AIRES – CITY TOUR 

 

Breakfast 

Half Day City Tour- The Paris of South America, Buenos Aires tour highlights the city’s major neighborhoods and 

attractions. Among the points of interest, you will see are Main Square Plaza de Mayo surrounded by the Casa 

Rosada (Presidential Headquarter Office) and Cathedral. You will also drive through the charming streets of San 

Telmo and down the colorful roads of La Boca, famous for its multicolor tin houses. Later drive through elegant 

Barrio Norte on your way to the Recoleta Cemetery, an amazing aboveground cemetery lined with mausoleums 

and statues, as well as the grave of Eva Peron.   

Overnight in Buenos Aires. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  DAY 3  TANGO SHOW WITH DINNER 

 

Breakfast 

Day at Leisure 

At night, we will you transfer to a spectacular Tango Show with Dinner. 

Tango is one of the most characteristic symbols of Buenos Aires and a fascinating dance. During this tour we will 

spend a tango night. We will enjoy a splendid dinner and tango show where we will be able to see a top-quality 

show. With professional tango singers and dancers together with an excellent cuisine in one the most exclusive 

atmospheres of Buenos Aires’s nightlife. 

Overnight in Buenos Aires. 

 

  DAY 4  SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE 

 

Breakfast 

On due time, we will be driven to the airport to board the flight to Bariloche, upon our arrival, we will meet the 

local staff that will assist with luggage and will drive us to the hotel for check-in procedures. 

Overnight in Bariloche. 

 

  DAY 5 BARILOCHE PANORAMIC 

 

Breakfast 

Half Day Small Circuit (private; tickets to the Campanario Hill and beer and smoked cold cuts tasting included). 

We will begin our tour to visit small circuit & Panoramic Point, where the nature will be the protagonist. We will 

border Lake Nahuel Huapi. We will reach the foot of Mount Campanario. A chairlift will take us to the summit 

of the Mount located at 1.050 meters from where we will be able to enjoy one of the most impressive views of this 

area, such us Lakes Nahuel Huapi and Perito Moreno, the El Trébol Lagoon, Llao-Llao and the San Pedro 

Peninsula, the Victoria Island. We will continue our tour towards Llao Llao Peninsula. Later, we will go towards 

Escondido Lake and Lopez Mount and then, we will arrive to Panoramic Point, a beautiful and natural balcony. 

Overnight Bariloche. 

 

  DAY 6  ANDEAN LAKE CROSSING - PEULLE 

 

Breakfast 

Lunch Included. 

Navigate the full length of the blest arm of the Nahuel Huapi Lake on a catamaran. Depart from Puerto Panuelo, 

sailing west past the Patagonia rain forest. Continue to Puerto Alegre on Frias Lake. From there sail again, 

getting a first glimpse of Mount Tronador. Disembark at Port Frias and pass through Argentine customs. 

Continue by bus through the Andes Range, crossing the Argentinean-Chile border at Vicente Peres Rosales pass. 

Then drive to Peulla and cross Chilean customs. 

 

 

  DAY 7   PEULLA - ANDEAN LAKES CROSSING - PUERTO VARAS 

 

Breakfast  

Continue by Catamaran along Todos Los Santos Lake, catching glimpse of Puntiagudo Mountain and the 

impressive Osorno volcano. In Petrohue, you will get on the bus again, making a stop at Petrohue Falls. Then, 

going around Lake Llanquihue. You wil arrive at Puerto Varas. 

Overnight in Puerto Varas. 

 

 



 

 

  DAY 8  PUERTO VARAS - PUERTO MONTT 

 

Breakfast 

Half Day. The city of Puerto Montt was founded on 12 February 1853 and is located facing the Seno de Reloncaví.  

It is also the doorway to Chiloe Island. The tour begins in the center of the city with a visit of Plaza de Armas 

square, the Cathedral, and monuments in honor of the German settlers. Next is a visit to the Manuel Montt 

lookout that offers a panoramic view of the city and Seno de Reloncaví. The route continues through the area’s 

residential district until reaching the waterfront, continuing to Angelmó cove. This site is famous for its 

restaurants and curantos (food traditionally prepared in a hole) where one can taste seafood and admire the 

regional crafts made of wool and wood. Return to Puerto Varas. 

Overnight in Puerto Varas. 

 

  DAY 9  SANTIAGO DE CHILE 

 

Breakfast 

At time, transfer to the airport to pick up the flight to Santiago. Upon our arrival in Santiago we will meet the 

local staff that will assist with luggage and will drive us to the hotel for check-in procedures. 

Afternoon City Tour, We will visit the city and enjoy its most beautiful areas: the city’s colonial sector, the city’s 

civic Center where we will find the Plaza de Armas or Main Square, the old Post Office building and the Cultural 

Centre, the modern neighborhoods of Providencia, Vitacura and Las Condes. At the eastern end of downtown 

Santiago, we will find Santa Lucia Hill which is a small hill that is adorned with wonderful gardens, facades, 

fountains, and stairways and that even has a ‘castle’ on it. Have a great panoramic view on top of San Cristobal 

Hill. 

Overnight Santiago de Chile. 

 

  DAY 10  SANTIAGO DE CHILE 

 

Breakfast  

At time, transfer to the airport to pick up the flight to your next destination. 

 


